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Important Editorial Analysis:
Taking responsibility:
 The Iranian Foreign Ministry’s comment, that only “Salman Rushdie and his supporters”
were to be blamed for the gruesome knife attack on the author in New York State last week, is
yet another reiteration of the clerical establishment’s well-known regressive position on the
Rushdie affair.
 The 1989 fatwa against Rushdie, issued by Iran’s then Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khomeini,
because he believed the author’s The Satanic Verses was blasphemous, has already wreaked
enough havoc across the world.
 It was a rare instance of a leader of a country issuing an extra-territorial death sentence
against an author who was living in another country by invoking his pan-Islamist beliefs and
clerical authority. Dozens were killed in riots. The book’s translators and publishers were
attacked.
 It drove Rushdie underground for years. Thirty-three years later, Rushdie was attacked by a
24-year-old American citizen of Lebanese descent, whose social media accounts are
reportedly filled with pro-Khomeini and pro-Iran content. Iran has denied any role.
 It is astonishing that Iran could not even issue a statement condemning the attack and the
attacker. Worse, pro-state media in Iran applauded “the courageous and duty-conscious man
who attacked the apostate and depraved Salman Rushdie in New York”. In the past, Iran’s
government had stayed away from Khomeini’s fatwa.
 In 1998, Kamal Kharrazi, Foreign Minister in the government of reformist President
Mohammad Khatami, announced in New York that Iran would not attempt to kill Rushdie. As
it was generally interpreted as an informal revocation of the fatwa, the U.K. normalised ties
with the Islamic Republic.
 But hardliners tightened their grip on Iran’s institutions once Khatami’s two terms came to an
end in 2005. In the same year, Ayatollah Khamenei repeated Khomeini’s position — that
Rushdie was “an apostate whose killing would be authorised by Islam”. In 2019, the
Ayatollah’s Twitter account was briefly suspended after he said the fatwa was “solid and
irrevocable”,
 The edict clearly made matters worse for Rushdie, but it did not stop him from writing. He
wrote some of his finest fiction and essays during this period, disproving, as Christopher
Hitchens put it, “Orwell’s fine but fallacious dictum that ‘the imagination, like certain wild
animals, will not breed in captivity’”.
 Rushdie continued to live under the Ayatollah’s sword, but remained a champion of the
freedoms he believed in, something which those who bayed for his blood never managed to
reconcile with. Iran may not have a direct role in the attack.
 But as the fatwa issued by the leader of its revolution has hunted down this harmless man of
words for over three decades, Iran has the moral responsibility, at least now when he is
recovering from serious wounds, to revoke the fatwa and unequivocally condemn the attack.

Remission without reform:
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 The release of 11 convicts sentenced to life for the heinous murder of seven people and the
gang-rape of three women during the Gujarat communal pogrom of 2002 is a questionable
decision by the State.
 On the face of it, it also appears to be illegal, as their terms seem to have been remitted
without the required consultation with the Union government. It defies logic that those
convicted for direct involvement in the rape of three women, the murder of a three-year-old
and six others can be considered candidates for premature release under any remission policy.
 One of the convicts had obtained an order from the Supreme Court in May, under which
Gujarat, the State in which the crime occurred, was held to be the appropriate government to
consider his premature release.
 The Court had asked the State to decide the application under its 1992 remission policy, as it
was the relevant one on the date of conviction in 2008. However, it is difficult to treat this as
a waiver of the requirement under Section 435 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, which
makes consultation with the Centre mandatory.
 Further, a Constitution Bench, in 2015, held that ‘consultation’ meant ‘concurrence’ in this
provision. The remission also runs contrary to the spirit of contemporary thinking on treating
crimes against women and children, especially rape combined with murder, as so heinous that
the perpetrators should not be considered for remission.
 It is not clear if the committee that recommended remission had considered the disquieting
effect the release of these prisoners might have on the survivors and other members of the
affected community.
 A life sentence normally means that a convict has to spend the natural life in prison. The
Cr.P.C. does permit premature release in the form of remission or commutation, but it should
be based on a legal and constitutional scheme, and not on a ruler’s whimsy.
 The power of remission has been conferred on the Union and State governments — apart
from the sovereign power of clemency enjoyed by the President and Governors — so that it
can be used to temper the law’s rigours with an element of grace.
 While the benefit of remission ought not to be denied to anyone without a ray of hope that
they will be free one day, it is a power to be exercised with discretion and wisdom. Further,
any decision on remission should be linked to the convict’s expression of regret and some
promise of reform.
 It would be unjustified if given for political considerations merely because of elapse of the
minimum number of years they have to serve. With an Assembly election due in Gujarat at
the end of the year, it is difficult not to read political significance into this decision. The sight
of the released convicts being greeted and feted on their release will not sit easy on the
country’s conscience.

Transplanted it into a rabbit's eye:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 Researchers from Hyderabad have 3D - printed an artificial cornea and transplanted it
into a rabbit's eye .
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 A team of clinicians and scientists from the LV Prasad Eye Institute ( LVPEI ) , Hyderabad ,
IIT Hyderabad , and Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology ( CCMB ) collaborated to
develop it .

Two Percent Reservation:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 Karnataka CM Basavaraj Bommai has announced that the government will provide two
percent reservation to sportspersons in all state departments .
 Currently , the state provides reservation to sportspersons in the police and forest department
on the lines of existing quota .

Marwari warrior Veer Durgadas Rathore:
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(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 Defence Minister Rajnath Singh unveiled of statue of renowned Marwari warrior Veer
Durgadas Rathore in Jodhpur , Rajasthan in August 2022 . It was unveiled on occasion of
385th birth anniversary .
 He was the Rathore Rajput General of Kingdom of Marwar .He single - handedly
preserved the rule of the Rathore dynasty over Marwar after the death of Maharaja
Jaswant Singh in the 17th century .

Delhi CM Arvind Kejriwal:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 Delhi CM Arvind Kejriwal on 17 August 2022 announced ' Make India No. 1 ' mission .
It was launched at Delhi's Talkatora Stadium .
 It will focus on health , education , agriculture , and employment . He will travel across the
country as part of the mission to encourage people to join the initiative and achieve its
objectives.
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IOA:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 Delhi High Court has directed the setting up of a three - member Committee of
Administrators ( CoA ) to take over the affairs of the Indian Olympic Association ( IOA
).
 The members of the CoA will be assisted by Abhinav Bindra , Anju Bobby George , and
Bombayla Devi Laishram .
 The IOA is recognised by the International Olympic Committee as the National Olympic
Committee for India .

5G auction:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 Bharti Airtel has paid Rs 8312.4 crore to the Department of Telecommunications ( DoT )
towards dues for spectrum acquired in the recently concluded 5G auctions .
 With this , Airtel has paid four years of the 2022 spectrum dues upfront . Airtel picked up
19.867 GHz of spectrum across 900 MHz , 1800 MHz , 2100 MHz , 3300 MHz , and 26
GHz bands . Its total spending in the auction was Rs 43084 crore .
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NPA:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 SBI has initiated insolvency proceedings in the National Company Law Tribunal (
NCLT ) against Bajaj Hindusthan Sugar following the classification of the company's
loans as non - performing asset ( NPA ) last month .
 The NPA tag was the result of a default on loans worth Rs 4,814 crore . The company owes
banks Rs 6,090.58 crore , according to a rating report by Care Ratings dated December 24 ,
2021 .
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Ipsos India:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 Defence forces , RBI and Prime Minister of India are the three most trusted institutions
the country , according to a survey by Ipsos India .
 The Supreme Court of India came fourth and it was followed by the Central Bureau of
Investigation ( CBI ) . The survey was conducted by Ipsos India and interviewed 2,950 adults
including females .

INS Satpura:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 INS Satpura has reached a milestone after reaching San Diego to conduct a 75 Lap " Azadi ka
Amrit Mahotsav " and it is the first time an Indian Naval Warship has reached the west coast
of North America.
 The arrival of INS Satpura to the San Diego US Navy Base is a historic event as it is the
first time an Indian Naval Warship has reached the western coast of North America .
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Rs 30,000 crore has been sanctioned:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 Jal Shakti Minister Gajendra Singh Shekhawat announced that More than Rs 30,000 crore has
been sanctioned for projects aimed at cleaning Ganga and its tributaries .
 According to him The graph of requirements of our natural resources and economic
development is identical . This Money will be utilized to clean the Ganga River and its
Tributaries .
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" Donyi Polo Airport ":
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 The third airport in Arunachal Pradesh , which is now under construction in Itanagar ,
has be given the name " Donyi Polo Airport " by the Arunachal Pradesh administration
.
 The name stands for the indigenious respect for the Sun ( Donyi ) and the Moon ( Polo )
among the populace . It will be a 16th fully operational airport in the north India .

Pan - India operation:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5)
 Indian Railway Protection Force ( RPF ) , have launched a pan - India operation known
as Operation Yatri Suraksha .
 As part of this initiative , several steps are being taken to provide foolproof security to
passengers i.e. , train escorting , visible presence on stations , surveillance through CCTV ,
surveillance on active criminals , collection of intelligence about the criminals and action
there upon .
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" state - of - the - art " dedicated branch:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 State Bank of India ( SBI ) launched its first " state - of - the - art " dedicated branch for
start - ups in Bengaluru to facilitate and support them . The branch launched by SBI
Chairman Dinesh Khara is located in Koramangala .
 After Bengaluru , the next branch will be opening in Gurgaon and third one will be in
Hyderabad . These branches would support the needs of the entire start - up ecosystem.

NaBFID:
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(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 The Centre and the board of National Bank for Financing Infrastructure and
Development ( NaBFID ) has appointed Rajkiran Rai G as its managing director ( MD )
for nearly five years .
 Last year in October 2021 , the Centre had appointed K V Kamath as chairperson of NaBFID
. Subsequently , Pankaj Jain and Sumita Dawra were appointed directors to the board .
NaBFID Headquarters : Mumbai.

Department of Anthropology and Social Sciences:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 The Department of Anthropology and Social Sciences of IIT Chennai has launched a
Center for Indian Intellectual Systems.
 Through this centre, the focus is on Indian mathematics and astronomy, architectural
engineering, Vastu and sculpture, Indian political and economic thought, Indian aesthetics
and grammatical traditions.
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India – Thailand:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 The 9th India - Thailand Joint Commission Meeting was held in Bangkok on 17 August
2022 .
 The meeting was co - chaired by Deputy PM and Minister of Foreign Affairs of Thailand Don
Pramudwinai , and Minister of External Affairs of India , Dr S Jaishankar . Both the countries
are celebrating 75 years of establishment of diplomatic relations .

Ambassadors of Mastercard:
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(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 Badminton players Lakshya Sen , Kidambi Srikanth , Satwiksairaj Rankireddy and
Chirag Shetty will come on board as and ambassadors of Mastercard in India .
 They all have been the winners at the Thomas Cup 2022 and Birmingham 2022
Commonwealth Games . This partnership is in line with the efforts of the Reserve Bank of
India ( RBI ) and Digital India .
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